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Even though this volume of Proceedings omits such papers read at the Congress as have elsewhere been published, the material is so rich that one cannot but be impressed with the quality and the range of philosophic thought in present day India. In addition to Rabindranath Tagore's presidential address, the Proceedings contain eighteen papers in the field of Indian philosophy, ten papers on logic and metaphysics, eight papers relating to the philosophy of religion, four papers read in the Section of History of Philosophy, and three in the Section of Ethics and Social Philosophy. The volume should be made accessible to all serious students of philosophy.


This debate, in which the first two authors mentioned (mathematicians from the University of Illinois and from Indiana University) argued in favor of the theory and the last two (an astronomer from the University of Chicago and a physicist from Indiana University) opposed the theory, gives to the intelligent reader an unusually lucid and interesting account and appraisal of the work of Einstein. The debate was originally arranged by the Indiana chapter of Sigma Xi, where it was staged shortly before the manuscripts were made available in print.
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